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If X is a topological space with density d(X)a2, then cf (d((X”)(,,))acf A, where (X”)cAI is 
the A-box product of K copies of X. We use this observation to get lower bounds for the function 
&(K, A)= d((D(2)*)&, where D(2) is the discrete space (0, 1). It &urns out that S(K, A) is usually 
(if not always) equal to the well-known upper bound (log K)<*. We also answer a question of 
Comfort and Negrepontis about necessary and sufficient conditions for S(K+, A )S K. 
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I density box product 
1 family of large oscillation 
1. Ia~duction 
We use the letters cy, K, A for cardinals, and the letter 5 for ordinals. For cardklals 
K and A, we write 
cf K = min {ar : K is the sum of cy cardinals < K}; 
log~==min{a!:2”~~}; 
r”d: +=min{cx:cu>K}; 
K <A =SUp(Ka:# c/i). 
We write 30 = Ec0, 
ird a~tbo~ receive support from NRC grant A5198 and NSF grant MCS 77-02046. 
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If A ami B are sets, then *.B is the set of all functions from A into B, IAl is the 
cardinality of A, 
and 
P(A)={X:Xc,Ai}, [AlA = {X s A : Ix\= A}, 
[Al CA ={XEkpcJ<A). 
A set F SE *B is A-dense if, for every X E [A J4’ and every functicm (p :X -43, 
there is an fE F su& that f(x) = &) for all x E X, A sequenole (Etf : ( < h j of 
functions &E ?3 is A-independent (of A-large oscilktti~ in the terminalsgy c$ 
Comfort and Negrepontis [Z, 31) if, for every X E [EC JcA and every fun&m gr:X -+ 
B, there is an e E E such that 
h&) = q(e) for all e E X. 
Let K and A be cardinals, As K+. We define S(K, A) as the minim- cardinality 
of a Addense set F G “(0,l). It is easy to see that &, A) is also the minimum 
cardinality of a set E such that there i.; a A-independent sequence (he : @C K) of 
functions in E{O, 1). For A s K, we define A(K, A)= a(~, A+). There is no loss of 
generality in considering the function A(K, A) instead of &(K, A), since 
S(K, A)=suP(A(K, CU):~ <A}. 
Let Xi(i E I) be topological spaces, and let o SG AS I1l*. The A -box product 
(niElXi)cA, has basic open sets of the form fli&Yi where U.. is an open set in Xi and 
l{i E I : Ui # &}I <A ; this is the usual Tychonoff product when A = o, and the box 
product when A = III*. If Xi =X for all i E I, we write (X$1 instead of (nieJXi)(A). 
Th.e density of a topological space X, denoted by d(X), is the minimum cardinality 
of a dense subset of X. We denote by L?(2) the space (0, 1) with the discrete 
topology.. Clearly, 
a(~, A) = d((D(2)“)& for o 1s A 6 K+. 
We now list some we&known propert:ies of the function A(K, A). 
1.1. Lemma. If K' G K and h ’ G h, then d(~“, A ‘) S d(~, A ). 
1.2. Lemma. 2A 6 A(K, A ) G 2T 
1.3, Lemma. A(K, 2)2 log K. 
a.!! Th~~orem~~ If K 2 o and A a 2, then 2’ 9 log K s A(#, A)S (log K)*. 
Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 are trivial. For Lemma 1.3, consider any S-de 
FgK{O, 1). Then @-3(/M’: f&)=0} is a one-to-one mapping of K into P(F): 
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hence K G 21F’, i.e., IF] Mog K. (We could prove in a similar way that A(K? A )a 
log K’ whenever K 2 o and A 2 2; but this seems pointless, since log KA G 2 A l log K.) 
Lemma 1.4 follows from a result of Engelkmg and Karlowicz [6, Remark 3, p. 2791, 
which generalizes earlier results of Fichtenholz and Kantorovitch 171, Hausdorff 
[8], and Tar&i [I I]. We indicate a proof here for the convenience of the reader. Put 
d! = log K. For A G at and B G A{O, l}, define fA,B :“(0, l}+ (0, 1) so that 
fA&)= 1 iff x fA E B, 
and let 
F={fAmB:fAlfh and IBISA}. 
n .F is a A ‘-dense subset of a22; hence 
~(K,A)~4(2=,A)cIFI=a* =(lOgK)*. 
Now consider afixed infinite cardinal K. By Theorem 1.5, we have &!K, A) = log K 
for 2 G A < w, while A(K, log K) = 21°gK. Le., if we put 
A0 =- min{A :A(K, a)> log K}, 
then o G Aos log K. In Section 2 we show that in fact hOs cf log K. Moreover, 
assuming the so-called singular cardinals hypothesis, we show that d(K, A)= 
(log K)* whenever K 2w and A Z= 2. In Section 3 we give two examples which 
answer aquestion of Comfort and Negrepontis. Our results were announced in [ 11. 
2. A generalization of Kiinig’s cofinality theorem 
2.2. Theorem. Let K and A be infinite cardinals, A G K +, and let X be a topological 
space with d(X)2 2. Therr cf(d((X*)(,,j)acf A. 
Proof. Note that cy = d((X”)& is an infinite cardinal, so it makes sense to talk 
about its cofinality. Suppose that cf LY c cf A. Choose a dense set S c (X”)(,: with 
]S( = CIY ; then we can write S = UieISi, where ]I] < cf A and ]Sil< cy for i E 1. Since 
].l]<cf A GA SK+, we can write K = Uie,Ki, where the Ki’S are pairwise disjoint 
sets of cardinatity K. Since (XK’)tAj is homeomorphic to (X”)lA 1, we Aave 
d((XKi)(q~))=~. Let Ti : X” +X Kd be the projection mapping. Since ]ni[Si]l <a, 
w#&] is not dense in (XKi) (A), Hence, for each i E I, we can choose nonempty cgen 
sets Lr, G X (s E Ki) SO that 
{&K: & # X)1 < A since ]I] C cf A. Thus &,,cuf is a nonempty open set 
in (XK)(A), and (l&&!+ - C = 8. This contradicts the fact that S is dense in (X^)(*J. 
iaqb if o Sh SK+, then cf S(K, h)acf h. 
: S&c A(K,x)= 2”, Corollary 2.3 generalizes the theatem ‘of J. Kiinig - that 
C4 2K > K, 
2.4. Corobry. If K 3 w, then A(K, Cf log K) > IOg K. 
Proof. A (K,Cf log K)B iog K by Theorem 1.5, and cf A (K, cf log rc)a cf fog #c by 
Corollary 2.3. 
T&e singular cardinals hypothesis, abbreviated SCH, is the assertion that K’ S 
2A . K+ for all infinite cardinals K and A. [The SCH is equivalent to the assertion that 
CfK = AC+ for every singular cardinal K such that 2’fK C K; see Sections 6 and 8 of 
i1.j Clearly, the SCH foIIows from the gene&liaed continuum hypothesis, but is 
much weaker. In fact, models of set theory violating the SCH are not easy to come 
by; Prikry and Silver (see 19, Section 375) and Magidor [IO] have constructed such 
mod& assuming the consistency of very large (e.g., supercompact) ardinats, and 
Jensen has shown that some large cardinai assumption is necessary 141. The foP w- 
ing theorem shows that the SCH Settles all questions about the function d(~, A ,. 
2.5. Theorem. Assume the singular cardirzais hypothesis. If K * o and A a 2, then 
A(K, A) = (log K)“. 
Proof. By Corollary 1.6, it will 
djK, A). We may assume that h 
Aa = &+~~ and 
suffice to show that A(K, A)” = A(K, h). Let a = 
zs O. By Corollary 2.3 we have cf a >A ; hence 
2.6 Corollary. Assume the singdar cardiwzls hypothesis. For every infin& cardinal 
x, wt.* I!? ave 
@“‘(lOgK)+ if Cf iOgK<A SK. 
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6(u, A) = (log K)? Hence for merr;y infinite cardinal K, we hue 
if 3SAScflogK; 
2eA4bgK)+ vCflOgK==AgK+. 
bhn, Is the SCH needed in Theorem 2.5? I.e., it is consistent with ZFC that 
d(~, A)< (log K‘)~ for some infinite cardinals K and A ? For example, it is consistent 
with ZFC that 2nm c & for all m CO, 2bcu = &,+zl and A&, No)= N,+1? How 
does the function d(K, A) behave in Magidor’s models [lo]? 
The Scwlin nrtmk of a toposogical space X, denoted by SC’X), is the least . 
cardinal A such that no collection of pairwise disjoint nonenlyty open subsets of X 
has A elemen s. Comfort and Negrepontis [3, Section 3, p. 791 consider the 
following conditions where w G K 6 a : 
(f@) a(23 K)sCU; 
(9’) 6(4#+, K&Y; 
(c’) S((D(Z~)&G CY+ for all sets I; 
(a”\ 2”” 6 a. 
Tt;ey remark that (f’) + (g’) * (G’) e (a’), but it is apparently left open whether the 
first two implications can be reversed. (The implication (a’) + (c’) is attributed to S. 
Shelah). In an earlier paper by the same authors [2, p. 2&d], it is stated as an open 
problem whether (f’), (g’), and (c’) are equivalent. The examples given below show 
that the conditions are not equ+# alent. 
First we give a counterexample to (a’) + (g’). Put cy = 2, and K = RI. Note that 
log cy = LY and cf log a = PC,; hence 
8(~,K)=b(LY,PCi))=A(zz,Cfloga!)>loga!=eu 
by Corollary 2.4. Thus we have S(cr’, K)L S(a, K)> a while 2’” = 2”“< QI. 
0f course, we can only give a consistent couuteaexample to (g’)* (f’), since (f’) 
and (g’) are the same condition if 2” = (r+. Let us assume, then, that qNo C K,< 2”’ 
arId 2’m < 2Hm+ 1 for all p)1 c o ; this assumption is consistent with ZFC (in fact, with 
ZFC+SCH) by Easton’s theorem [S]. Put cy = PC, and K =. K1. Note that log ol-’ = & 
and log 2Q = K,. Now 
by Theorem 1.5, while 
8(2”, K) = A@“, (2”, cf log 2”) > log 2” = a 
by Corollary 2.4. I.e., 
S(a+, K)<a<S(2", K). 
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